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DURALUX ECO

* MINI ECO and ECO range: 10.000 hours.

* Base: E27 and E14.

* Significant electronic part miniaturization and consequent reduction in required plastic
base diameter up to 37 mm.

* Wide selection of wattages: from 7W to 24W.

* Colour temperature choice.

* A perfect alliance between efficiency and low cost: quality and maximum savings.

* For domestic use, offices, etc.

Item Characteristics

12 mmTube diameter

3UTube Geometry

Colour

163 mmLenght

50 mmDiameter

6400 KColour temperature

Cool lightLight Tonality

1230 LUMENRated Flux

1230 LUMENNominal Flux

0,16 ALamp Current

E27Base

21 WNominal Power

220-240 VLamp Voltage

06068Code

Performance

91 WEquivalence with incandescent lamp

AEnergy Class

10000 hLifetime

>80Irc/Ra

Tech Info

2006/95/CE ;2004/108/CE ;2011/65/UE
;2002/96/CE ;2009/125/CE ;EN 60968 ;EN

61547 ;EN 55015 ;EN 61000-3-2 ;EN 61000-3-
3 ;859/2009 ;

Fulfilled Directives and norms

65LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

<2,5mgMercury (mg)

<=0,3SLamp start time

<30''Warm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

0,55Power Factor

10000Number of ON-OFF cycles
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Sectrocolorimetry and Photometry

Shipping info

8011905746278Master barcode

8011905055653Item barcode

28 cmPack depth

12 cmPack lenght

18 cmDim.pack height

10 pzPack
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